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The worst hacker attacks of recent years have included…
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USD 700,000:

AOL released 20 million data items...

The cost for the US Department of Defense in
dealing with the 2002 attack by hacker Gary
McKinnon. Asperger’s sufferer McKinnon was
fixated with the idea of searching for governmentowned alien technologies.

... in 2006 due to a technical error, with information
on around 20 million search keywords. This included
confidential data of 650,000 users. (Source: AOL)

Data of 134 million clients...

In 2011, 12,800 people were...

... were stolen by cybercriminals in 2009 using
spyware, which allowed them to read the credit card
data of 134 million clients of the US company
Heartland Payment Systems.

... deliberately targeted in the News of the World
phone hacking scandal in the UK, among them
thousands of celebrities and politicians. (Source:
public domain, Wikimedia.org)

Sources: Faronics from computerwoche.de
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Criminal intent will always exist as digitalization
progresses, the number of incidents will rise
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Cybercrime costs companies dear
Average damage per cybercrime case for companies in germany (in EUR)

Violation of business and trade secrets

609000

Violation of copyright

584000

Data theft

348000

Blackmail

The potential threats of
cybercrime are
increasingly becoming
established in the public
consciousness, also
heightening the focus
on new technologies.

337000

Data espionage or interception

253000

System damage or computer sabotage

241000

Computer fraud

199000

Manipulation of account and financial data

128000
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→ The number of undetected cyber attacks is massive, and investments in security solutions pay off! According
to PwC, stolen trade secrets may cost between USD 749 billion and USD 2.2 trillion annually (Sept. 2014). By
comparison, the World Bank estimated global GDP at USD 74.9 trillion in 2013.

Basis: a selection of 505 representative companies in terms of sector and revenues
Source: KPMG e-Crime 2015
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Cyber attacks on the rise Demand for prevention,
detection & response solutions never higher
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Number of cyber attacks worldwide annually between 2009 and 2014 (in millions)

– Against the backdrop of
technological innovation and
ongoing development, the demand
for security solutions is rising.
– The effective protection of data and
intellectual property is increasingly
becoming fundamental for
preserving/creating competitive
advantages.
– Companies and governments regard
the speed and the attendant
security risks of technological
change as being among their
greatest challenges.
– To reduce the security risks,
companies can invest in three areas
relating to cyber attacks:
prevention, detection
and response.
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Smaller companies’ vulnerability contributes to the
high number of undetected incidents
Larger companies detect more cyber attacks
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Paradoxically, larger companies have spent more on their IT
security

→ PwC (30.09.2014) suspects that small companies mostly do not notice that they have been the victims of theft.
However, smaller firms in particular will have to protect themselves better in future if they are to survive. A further
indicator of the accelerating trend and considerable potential.
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The Internet of Things
How erstwhile abstract risks have become real threats
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Average time to resolve a cyber attack for US firms in 2014
Average number of days
65.5

Malicious insiders

68.9
49.8

Malicious code

59.5
45.1

Web-based attacks

– Resolving the security
breach caused by an attack
can take years if
not decades.
– The problem is the
hardware, which often has
to be replaced, but this is
only done gradually.
– A lot of people are unaware
that many objects have
sensors, and the number
is on the rise.

56.2
19.9

Denial of service

23.2

Phishing and
social engineering

14.3
23.7
10.2
12.5

Stolen devices
6.7

Malware

9.1

Viruses, worms
and trojans

3
2.4
2.9
2.6

Botnets
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→ The Internet of Things has made threats that were once abstract a reality (self-driving cars, smart household
appliances, Industry 4.0: self-aware production systems, etc.)

Source: Ponemon Institute; Hewlett-Packard (HP Enterprise Security); June 2014
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Cyber security
A cross-over segment with good growth prospects
How challenges open up attractive market potential
Technology trend with sustainable growth prospects
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Annualized costs of cyber crime
US, 2014, by sector
Average annualized costs in million U.S. dollars
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Healthcare

Consumer products

Public sector

Eudcation and Research

Industrial

Retail

Services

Transportation

Communications

Technology

Financial Services

0
Utilities and Energy

– Financial institutions remain among the most prized targets, but serious damage
can also be inflicted on other sectors and affected parties (individuals,
organizations, governments).
– A current study by consultancy firm Markets and Markets estimates that the global
cyber-security market will reach a of 10% volume of USD 170 billion by 2020,
with annual growth rates

21.9
20.8
20.6
17.6

Defense

– Innovation forms the basis for a potential competitive advantage – And
for survival.
– However, seizing this advantage hinges on being able to protect intellectual
property, patents and strategies

FY 2014

→ Cross-over technology segment: the key driving factors at present are the Internet of Things, cloud computing, and
the increasing use of mobile communications

Source: Ponemon Institute; Hewlett-Packard (HP Enterprise Security); October 2014
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Thomas Rappold – Investment advisor, entrepreneur and author
– Self-taught in programming language at the age of 14, completed
first media IT course in Europe
– Developed ground-breaking new financial portals for private and
corporate clients as an employee of the Strategy Group Internet at
Allianz SE
– Successful track record stretching back more than ten years as an
entrepreneur with an Internet, consulting and investment company,
and as a founder of numerous Internet start-ups
The book – Silicon Valley Investing
– Unlike the dotcom bubble, innovations such as big
data, cloud computing and mobile apps are key
components in the real economy
– As an expert on Silicon Valley, Thomas Rappold
explains the key valuation metrics and news
sources for investments in start-ups, long
before going public
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New index concept
Cyber Security Performance Index
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Index composition – Concept and selection criteria
Index concept
– The Cyber Security Performance Index tracks the performance of
companies that generate their primary revenues in the cyber
security technology business. Individual sub-segments have been
defined for selection purposes.
– The index is adjusted twice a year and its members
equally weighted
– Dividends and other distributions are reinvested in the index
– The index is calculated and published by Solactive AG

KEY DATA
ISIN

DE000SLA1

WKN

C18 SLA1C1

Reuters (RIC)

.VHACK

Index calculator

Solactive AG

Index type

Performance

Index currency

index USD

Index components

15

Dividends

Included (performance index)

Calculation

09:00 to 22:30 (CET), every 60 seconds

Selection pool

Index guidelines: Cyber Security Performance
Index

Index members

Cyber security is the key revenue driver for
growth in the software, cloud, e-commerce and
e-finance segments. To avoid a 'dilution' of the
index, the selection list centres on pure play
cyber-security firms, which may also be regarded
as interesting M&A candidates for established IT
companies, banks, and traditional industrial firms
on account of their lucrative core focus.

4 qualitative
selection criteria
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Pool and selection of index members
Qualitative and quantitative selection criteria
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Cyber Security Performance Index Selection criteria
Selection pool - Criteria
Significant revenues in the following cybersecurity segments:
– Firewall solutions
– Anti-virus / anti-malware
– Disaster recovery
– Digital trust services
– Content security
– Cloud security
– Encryption
– Secure communication
– Web filtering
– Anti-spamware
– Threat management security solutions
– Listed on a recognized and regulated exchange
– Market capitalization of at least USD 750 million
– Average daily share trading volume of at least
USD 1 million (in the past three months)
– No trading restrictions for foreign investors

Layout: Vontobel, 10.05.2017.
Sources: Solactive, Thomas Rappold (Investment Advisor of the Cyber Security Performance Index)

Selection of index members - Rules
From the selection pool, the index advisor picks the 15 most
promising companies on the selection day based on the
following four criteria:

1

High entry barriers in terms of:
– Strong brand awareness
– Comprehensive patent protection
– Networks and alliances creating high added value
– Uniqueness of business model

2

Product appeal and market growth:
the companies’ products and solutions must serve a
market that is as large as possible and promises to
deliver sustained, long-term growth.

3

Quality of management

4

Internationality of business

13

Thematic scope
Cyber Security Performance Index
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Focusing on security – Selection criteria for tech firms

– Increasing demand for cyber-security solutions could become a revenue and growth driver.
– The focus on pure plays in the cyber-security segment is important in avoiding the dilution of growth
and return potential.
The index guidelines state that a company qualifies as a cyber-security pure play if it focuses on one of the
following segments:

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Firewall solutions
Anti-virus / anti-malware
Disaster recovery
Digital trust services
Content security
Cloud security
Encryption
Secure communication
Web filtering
Anti-spamware
Threat management
security solutions

“Winner takes all” – investing now possible in a promising crossover segment.
Innovations also make
successful cyber-security
firms lucrative M&A
candidates.

Tendency to monopolization:
high market potential
means there are often high
profit margins.

This can have a positive impact on share performance.

14

Value investing in the tech sector
Explaining the four qualitative selection criteria
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“Buy a euro for 50 cents” (Thomas Rappold, Investment Advisor)
“Winner takes all”: technology segments have an affinity for forming monopolies and are thus typically
associated with high margins.

The Investment Advisor uses these four qualitative selection criteria on the semi-annual
adjustment dates:
1

The Protective Moat
Criteria that define the security and invulnerability of
the business model and competitive edge:
– Strong brand awareness
– Comprehensive patent protection
– Networks and alliances creating high added value
– Uniqueness of business model

2

Product appeal and market growth
– The products serve a large market (minimum
market volume USD 10 billion)
– The market promises sustained, long-term growth
at rates of at least 10% p.a.

3

Quality of management
– Track record of company’s management
– Is the founder of the company still active in
its management?

4

Internationality of business
– Significant business activity in international
markets, with the focus on the global economic
areas of the US, Europe and Asia
– Density of branch and distribution network satisfies
a minimum level

Source: Thomas Rappold (Investment Advisor of the Cyber Security Performance Index)
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The initial composition
Cyber Security Performance Index
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Initial composition of the Cyber Security Performance Index – Stocks
COMPANY

SUPERSECTOR

COUNTRY (BY HEAD OFFICE)

CURRENCY

WEIGHTING

Palo Alto Networks Inc

Networking Products

US

USD

8.33%

FireEye Inc

Internet Security

US

USD

8.33%

Cyberark Software LTD/Israel

Computer Graphics

Israel

USD

8.33%

Check Point Software Tech

Applications Software

Israel

USD

8.33%

Symantec Corp

Internet Security

US

USD

8.33%

Fortinet Inc

Computer Data Security

US

USD

8.33%

Proofpoint Inc

Enterprise Software/Serv

US

USD

8.33%

Imperva Inc

Applications Software

US

USD

8.33%

Qualys Inc

Computer Data Security

US

USD

8.33%

Infoblox Inc

Networking Products

US

USD

8.33%

Gemalto

Computer Data Security

Netherlands

EUR

8.33%

Trend Micro Inc

Internet Security

Japan

JPY

8.33%

Sources: Solactive, Thomas Rappold (Investment Advisor of the Cyber Security Performance Index)
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Initial country and sector weightings
Focus currently on the US
Initial composition Country weighting (by head office)
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Initial composition Currencies

8%

8%

8%

8%

17%

67%

83%

USA

Israel

Niederlande

Japan

Sources: Solactive, Thomas Rappold (Investment Advisor of the Cyber Security Performance Index)

USA

JPY

EUR
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Profiles of the current members
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Index composition3 – details

Palo Alto Networks Inc

FireEye Inc

Cyberark Software LTD/Israel

Check Point Software Tech

Sector2:

Networking Products

Sector2:

Internet Security

Sector2:

Computer Graphics

Sector2:

Applications Software

Currency:

US (USD)

Currency:

US (USD)

Currency:

Israel (USD)

Currency:

Israel (USD)

Market cap1:

USD 1,610 mn

Market cap1:

USD 14,495 mn

Market cap1:

USD 14,286 mn

Market cap1:

USD 14,495 mn

Description:

Description:

Description:

Description:

– Market entry barriers: Leader in
firewall solutions for corporate clients
for four years
– Market growth: Above average, with
more than 1,000 new clients per
quarter and rates above 50%
– Management: CEO appointed by
Obama as Chair of the National
Security Telecommunications
Advisory Committee
– Internationality: Just under half of the
Global 2000 companies rank among
its clients

– Market entry barriers: Global market
leader in threat detection
and protection
– Market growth: 50-70% revenue
growth, gross margin above 70%,
visible and rising earnings thanks
to services
– Management: CEO with stock market
experience, founder as CFO
– Internationality: >2,500 clients in 65
countries, including governments and
150 of the Fortune 500 companies

– Market entry barriers: Sole provider in
field of securing business-critical
applications on already
infected computers
– Market growth: 40% revenue growth,
with strong focus on high-margin
licensing business
– Management: CEO with 16-year track
record in IPOs
– Internationality: >1,900 clients
worldwide, including 40% of the
Fortune 500 companies, 17 big
banks, 8 of the 16 leading
pharma firms

– Market entry barriers: One of the
oldest cyber-security firms and global
market leader in firewalls and
VPN solutions
– Market growth: Even as a 'mature'
company, still posts revenue/earnings
growth of 8-10% p.a.
– Management: Founder/CEO owns
several patents and is regarded as
the inventor of modern
firewall solutions
– Internationality: >100,000 companies
and millions of users as clients

1: Market capitalization on 16.10.2015 (Bloomberg) 2: Bloomberg 16.10.2015 – Industry Classification Benchmark 3: At initial fixing (indicative)
Sources: price data Bloomberg, as at 21.10.2015. Company outlooks Thomas Rappold, as at 19.10.2015 Historical data do not provide any indication of future
developments.
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Profiles of the current members
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Index composition3 – details

Symantec Corp

Fortinet Inc

Proofpoint Inc

Imperva Inc

Sector2:

Internet Security

Sector2:

Computer Data Security

Sector2:

Enterprise Software/Serv

Sector2:

Applications Software

Currency:

US (USD)

Currency:

US (USD)

Currency:

US (USD)

Currency:

US (USD)

Market cap1:

USD 14,286 mn

Market cap1: USD 7,325 mn

Market cap1: USD 2,401 mn

Market cap1:

USD 2,083 mn

Description:

Description:

Description:

Description:

– Market entry barriers: 30 years’
success in IT security, storage and
backup business
– Market growth: Since foundation as a
start-up in 1982 has grown into a
Fortune 500 company
– Management: New CEO with
extensive expertise and successful
track record
– Internationality: Based in Silicon
Valley, production locations in
Ireland, large branch network

– Market entry barriers: Market leader
in time-critical network
security solutions
– Market growth: Strong distribution
network with 20,000 partners, high
scalability, and sustained growth of
30% year-on-year
– Management: Led by the two
brothers who founded it
– Internationality: 250,000 clients
worldwide, including the majority of
the Fortune Global 100 companies

– Market entry barriers: Leading
provider of on-demand data
protection and encryption for
emails/files
– Market growth: Profiting from strong
growth in cloud/big data platforms, as
well as regulatory requirements
– Management: Management duo
successfully took the company public
in 2012
– Internationality: >3,000 corporate
clients, and >10 million
users worldwide

– Market entry barriers: Market leader
and pioneer in data centre
security software
– Market growth: Profiting from strong
growth in cloud computing.
Sustainable and visible rise in
revenues of 40% p.a. thanks to
service model
– Management: CEO sits on Proofpoint
Board of Directors
– Internationality: Based in Silicon
Valley, global branch network

1: Market capitalization on 16.10.2015 (Bloomberg) 2: Bloomberg 16.10.2015 – Industry Classification Benchmark 3: At initial fixing (indicative)
Sources: price data Bloomberg, as at 21.10.2015. Company outlooks Thomas Rappold, as at 19.10.2015 Historical data do not provide any indication of future
developments.
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Index composition3 – details

Qualys Inc

InfoBlox Inc

Gemalto

Trend Micro Inc

Sector2:

Computer Data

Sector2:

Networking Products

Sector2:

Computer Data Security

Sector2:

Internet

Currency:

Security US (USD)

Currency:

US (USD)

Currency:

Netherlands

Currency:

Security Japan (JPY)

Market cap1:

USD 1,124 mn

Market cap1: USD 930 mn

Market cap1: EUR 5,360 mn

Market cap1:

JPY 618,692 mn

Description:

Description:

Description:

Description:

– Barrières d’entrées sur le marché:
Leading provider of cloud security,
first provider of security solutions for
vulnerability management
– Croissance sur le marché: Growth
rates of above
20% thanks to very high and rising
margins (80%)
– Management: Manager active in
Silicon Valley with great success
since 1987
– Caractère international: > 7,700
clients in 100 countries, majority of
the Forbes Global 100, and strategic
partnerships with service providers

– Barrières d’entrées sur le marché:
Leading provider of security
technology for network management
– Croissance sur le marché: Network
management is becoming ever more
important as the interlinking of
individual devices increases. Current
revenue growth > 20% p.a.
– Management: Successful
management duo with technology
founder and software manager
– Caractère international: Client
contracts with more than 7,900
companies

– Barrières d’entrées sur le marché:
numéro un mondial des solutions de
sécurité pour téléphones mobiles,
cartes de crédit & EC, passeports,
cartes à puce
– Croissance sur le marché: avec 2030% de croissance au S1 2015,
bénéficie d'une solution de sécurité
complète sur l'ensemble de la
chaîne de création de valeur. Le
trafic des paiements est le secteur
– Management: direction experte en
acquisitions et en bourse
– Caractère international: emploie
14’000 collaborateurs dans 46 pays

– Barrières d’entrées sur le marché:
numéro un mondial sur le marché
de la sécurité des serveurs, du
cloud et des contenus pour les
petites et moyennes entreprise
– Croissance sur le monde: les taux
de croissance de 10 % p.a.
devraient augmenter grâce au cloud
computing et au partenariat avec le
cabinet de conseil «Booz Allen»
– Management: entreprise dirigée
avec succès par le duo de
fondateurs depuis 25 ans
– Caractère international: siège
principal à Tokyo, réseau mondial
de succursales

1: Market capitalization on 16.10.2015 (Bloomberg) 2: Bloomberg 16.10.2015 – Industry Classification Benchmark 3: At initial fixing (indicative)
Sources: price data Bloomberg, as at 21.10.2015. Company outlooks Thomas Rappold, as at 19.10.2015 Historical data do not provide any indication of future
developments.
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Key product data – VONCERT Open End VONCERT Open End
SSPA product type

Tracker certificate (1300)

Underlying

Solactive Cyber Security Performance-Index

Initial fixing / payment date

13 November 2015 / 20 November 2015

Maturity

Open end

Management fee

1.20% p.a.

Issuer

Vontobel Financial Products Ltd., DIFC Dubai (is not subject to any prudential supervision and has no rating)

Guarantor

Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich (Moody's A3)

Currencies

CHF

USD

Valor / symbol

2925 8471/ ZSLAAV

2925 8489/ ZSLACV

Issue price

CHF 101.50 (CHF 1.50 front-load fee
included)

USD 101.50 (USD 1.50 front-load fee

VONCERT reference price

CHF 100.00

USD 100.00

Termsheet

Termsheet

Termsheets with the legally binding information and other details can be downloaded at any time from www.derinet.ch. All information is indicative and subject to
change.
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Important information for investors
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Significant risks for investors
– Economic crises and changes could have a detrimental impact on the shares underlying the
participation certificate
– New technologies offer the potential of promising business models, but also entail risks. This can lead to
corresponding share price volatility.
– New competitors could engage the established firms in the index in a fight for market share
– Issuer risk
– Currency risk
– No capital protection

Termsheets with the legally binding information and other details can be downloaded at any time from www.derinet.ch. All information is indicative and subject to
change.
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Investment case & index concept

Investment case
Cyber Security – for digital safety

Index concept
Cyber Security Performance-Index

– Massive rise in cyber attacks
– The index tracks the performance of 15 companies
– Mounting number of regulatory rules
with significant business activity in one of the
and requirements
cyber-security sub-segments.
– regarding data protection and security
– The companies have strong brand awareness,
– Increasing security awareness leading to rise in
comprehensive patent protection and networks
capital spending on cyber security
that add value. Their business models are
– Cyber security is even becoming fundamental for
unique and the services they offer are particularly
long-term success or survival.
attractive and boast corresponding market growth.
– Affinity for forming monopolies allows
– Rules-based and transparent index
companies to enjoy high profit margins
– The global cyber-security market is set to reach a
volume of USD 170 billion by 2020 – with annual
growth rates of 10%
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Legal Notice
This publication is for information purposes only and does not represent an investment recommendation or advice and contains neither an offer nor an invitation to make an offer. It does not replace the qualified advice
necessary before any purchase decision, in particular as regards all associated risks. This publication was drawn up by our Financial Products & Distribution organizational unit, and is not the result of financial
analysis. The Directives on the Independence of Financial Research issued by the Swiss Bankers Association do not apply to this publication.
Any content in this publication originating from other organizational units at Vontobel or third parties are marked as such with reference to the source. The legally applicable product documentation (listing prospectus)
consists of the definitive term sheet with the final terms and the issue programme registered with SIX Swiss Exchange. These documents and the brochure “Special Risks in Securities Trading” may be obtained free of
charge at www.derinet.ch or from Bank Vontobel AG, Financial Products, CH-8022 Zurich (Tel. +41 (0)58 283 78 88). Past performance must not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance.
Structured products are not regarded as collective investment schemes within the meaning of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA), and are therefore not subject to the approval or supervision of
the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. The value of structured products may depend not only on the performance of the underlying, but also on the creditworthiness of the issuer. The investor is
exposed to the risk of the issuer / guarantor defaulting. This publication and the financial products outlined therein are not intended for persons subject to a jurisdiction which limits or prohibits the sale of financial
products or the dissemination of this publication and/or the information contained therein. All information is provided without a guarantee.
October 2015 ©Bank Vontobel AG. All rights reserved.
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